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Aburart-A cross Iajer design method is presented nhirh ir
built upon thr idra uf rquiwlenrr rlasses uf key-parameters of
se!ernl layers in the prutucul stark. An equi\alencc clas is rumposed 11f all krj-parameter tuples uhirli fulfill a desired qualit!
(if senire. Sincr dilferrnt parametrr tuples are uwall? awriated
uith diNereiit rosts (e.g. transmit pnarri, a cniss-la)er design ran
srlert the m1~5tcost-rfficicnt pardmeter tuple.

I . I\TRODIICTION
The coitcept of cro\s I n ) x design in mobile communication
net\\orki introduce, inter-la!er coupling in the protocol r t x k
:ind allou's iur a joint optimi7arion of key paronieters of cc\'era1 lqcr\. Thi, is especially imponant in mobile wireless network, duc to thc highly time-vqing m d fading n m r e of the
U irclcs%link. Combined u,ith Jr.nianding quality or' sewice
(()CIS)requirements of multi-niedix dppliciltions this challenge
is harJ to meet uith 3 strictly la!crcd protocol stack. It may
therefure he promimg to inuorluce h cross-lqer design, in
U hich (limited1 exchxnge oi iniorniation take\ place hetueeii
the involved Is!cr.. In thi, paper wch s design nicthod i\ prcscnted, U hich i h builJ upoii the idea o i equi\dence cl~sscs
n i \everill Iqers i n the protocol suck I I I
uf ke) -par."ers
A n equi\dence clhss i s compo& of all ke!-par~mcter tuples
U hich fulfill a de\ired quality of scrvicc. Since Jllfcrcnt par.u"cr tuplcs are uwally a s o c i ~ t e du,ith different costs ce.&
traiisniit poueri. :I srosc-Ia!?r Jesign can select the moIt costefficient pnmnieter tuple.
11. C K O S S - I . . \ Y F R OVI'lhllZ \ I I O S
Je\clop a formal model of the irus5-13)er optintizution u e x e aiming at. The iornialim escentislly consists
ot' 3 few \et< of tuplsc. a relation between the sets and a cost
function. I.er us pack a11 par~inetsrsoia11 la!ers that shall be
optinii7ed ior Nned, hg cross-lqer o p t i m i h o n into tuple\ p ,
snd soilcct all possihlc tuple\ into the het
I.ct us

fir51

Flemcnts u i the tuplss p , can he for insunce t!pe o i modulation. type of signal processing and its parmieters. rype of
ch:innel-code. code-rate. fnnie-error probahilit!. packet-si7e.
interlaver-length. buiier-we. air-time. SDM.4-prouping, rype
u t packet scheduling and it$ p.ira"ters.
applicatinn-specific
parmeters (e.g. source dam rate for a w x m i n g medid application). It u I I I pro\c convenient to write the rei P as the
Cartesim product of two seis
p = pol' p V h l ,
(11
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where Pop contains parameter tuples which are inHuencing
QoS, while the set P O M contains the remaining parameter tuples which do not influence QoS. For reasons, which will become clearer later, the sets Pop and P O M are called the set
of operating points and the set of operating modes, respectively. Frequently, data-rate and error-ratio will he part of tuples contained in the set Pop and will specify an operating
point. On the other hand, type of modulation, air-time, packetsize, interleaver-length, type of signal-processing will often be
part of tuples contained in the set P O M , and specify an operating nwde. Let furthermore the set

& = {q1,qz, . . . I
contain all possible tuples qi. which specify the quality of service. At the application layer this may be for instance the image distortion and How continuity in a video stream. At the
transport layer it may be the minimum required data throughput and the maximum allowed delay time. The mapping from
& onto Popis defined as an injective' relation

Qr C 2' x Pop.

(2)

The subscript f in (2) indicates that the relation Q depends on
an additional parameter tuple f E F,where F is the set of
all parameter tuples of a communication system, which can (or
should) nor be altered by cross-layer optimization, but have influence on the mapping (2) . These parameter tuples are called
side-effects.
For a specific quality of service tuple q E & and a given
side-effect f E F the set
= {PI

tr,E Pop: ( q , P ) E Q f }

(3)

contains all operating points, which lead to the same quality
Pop is an
of service q given a side-effect f . Hence, rz'
equivalence class in Pop.For IrzTl > 1,we obtain some degrees of freedom for the cross-layer optimization, since we are
free to choose any particular element of
as our operating
point. To determine this choice we can associate each element
of Popwith a cost' by the cost function

'XT

cost : P O P x

POM x

F -+ R

U

{CO},

(4)

'Different p E 2
' are mapped onto different p E P o p .
a cellular Communication system. a cost may be expressed e.g. in terms
of transmit power required to realize a given operating point with a given operating mode and side-effect.
'111
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Fig. 1. Air-interfaceof a single-link MIMO system using Eigenbeamforming (long-term transmitter channel state information)

which depends also on operating mode and side-effects. Here,
R represents the set of real numbers. We assign infinite costs
to parameter combinations which cannot be implemented (e.g.
a data-rate which is larger than permitted by the modulation
scheme).
For a given operating point p E Popand a side-effect f E
3we define the set of optimum operating modes as

P,”Pt”-

= { fi lVfi E P O M ,
Vfi‘ E P O M : cost(p,fi, f ) 5 cost(p,fi’,

f)}

’

(5)

Hence,
contains those operating modes, which implement the given operating point with minimum cost. The
process of cross-layer optimization is then reduced to the selection of the optimum operating point. The set of optimum
operating points for a given quality of service q E Q and sideeffect f E F is then given by
pOpt-OP
q,f

-

{ P IVP E

q,B E Pp,f

111. SINGLE-LINK
OPTIMIZATION

Here we aim at optimization of a single link ,only. Such a
situation occurs in a multi-user communication system when
the users are separated by other means, e.g. time: (TDMA) or
frequency (FDMA) with fixed time- or frequncli slot assignments. Fig. 1 shows an example &-interface of a single-link
spanned over a noisy, frequency-flat fading MIMO channel
operating with N transmit and M receive antennas. The sequence of information bits to be transmitted is first demultiplexed into S 2 1 data streams which are then encoded independently for error protection, and then demultiplexed again
onto L 2 S streams which are transmitted ovei the L dominant long-term eigenmodes of the MIMO channel (MIMOeigenbeamforming). The transmitter is aware of the channel
on average only. Instantaneous channel state information or
feedback is not available. For simplicity we ommit modulation
schemes here, and assume a Gaussian codehook at the output
of the channel encoders.

opt-OM
3

vp‘ E rEy,fiiE p0pt-*O
P’,f

.’

cost@,& f 1 5 cost@’,8‘,

f 11

.

(6)

In case l P ~ , ~ - o p
>l 1,the solution is not unique, and the set
C‘:?I
is another equivalence class in Pop,which
elements all lead to minimum costs for implementing quality
of service q E Q with side-effect f E 3.
The crucial pan in the cross-layer optimization specified in
(6), (5) and (3) is actually not the problem of optimization itself, but rather the problem of modelling, which purpose is the
development of the relations Q f between quality of service and
the adjustable parameters of the system on the one hand, and
the development of the relationship between costs and operating points, operating modes and side-effects, on the other hand.
In the following sections we will give detailed examples on
how this modelling can be applied for different applications
and air-interfaces. Explicitly we will consider two different
air-interfaces: a single-user MIMO system, and a multi-user
MIMO system, both with long-term transmitter channel state
information. The applications in mind will be video-streaming
and file-transfer.

A. Operating modes and operating points
From a higher layer point of view, the whole air-interface
can be described by a so-called logical channel, which is characterized by two parameters, namely the net daia-rate R and
the residual frame error probability FER at the output of the
channel decoder at the receiver. These two parameters will
clearly influence quality of service in a video-streaming or
file-transfer application. Hence, we define the set of operating points

Pop = {(R,FER) I R > 0, 0 < FER :. 1).

(7)

The number of data streams S 2 1 and powered up eigenmodes L 2 S on the other hand do not influence QoS directly,
since any combination of R and F E R can he implemented for
any valid combination of S and L. For simplicity, let us restrict our self to S i 2 and L i 2. Hence, the set of operating
modes is
POM

= { ( S , L ) }= { ( 1 , 1 ) , ( 1 > ~ ) , ( 2 > q } . (8)

In the mode ( 1 , l ) one data-stream is transmitted *overthe dominant eigenmode. We will refer to this as the ”antenna-gain”-
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mode (ANT), since this mode of operation is aiming at maximizing signal to noise ratio at the receiver by utilizing antenna gain though heamforming. In the mode (1,Z) a single
data-stream is transmitted over two eigenmodes in a roundrobin fashion. This mode is called "diversity"-mode (DIV),
as the time-switching between the two eigenmodes increases
link-reliability by introducing diversity. One can think of it as
interleaving the encoded data stream over the two dominant
eigenmodes. Finally, the mode (2,2) is called "multiplexing"mode (MUX), since the two eigenmodes are used to transmit
independent data streams, and therefore aiming at multiplexing
gain. Both antenna-gain and diversity are sacrificed for having
indepedent multi-stream transmission. Which of this operating
modes is the best? To answer this question we have to establish
a cost function.
B. The cost-function
In all cases we assume the receiver has complete and correct
instantaneous channel knowledge (coherent signalling). In order to take into account the error control capabilities of the
channel codes we will make the following abstraction: the
channel codes are assumed to be capacity achieving, which
means, that a decoding error occurs only, if the current datarate is above the current mutual information of the channel including the eigenbeamforming (see Fig. 1). Hence, we have

FER =

I

1 --PPrr{{4b> >
RR
} I , 12 > R2)

for S = 1
fors = 2

1

'
(9)

where Il and 12 are the mutual information for the first and
the second data stream, respectively, and RI and Rz are the
net data rates for each of the data streams in the multiplexing
mode. They have to be chosen in an optimum way, i.e.

RI 2 0

. (10)

R,, R, = arg min F E R s.t.
Ri,Rz

In the operating mode "ANT"(S = 1, L = 1). the mutual
information is given by

where H E C M x N is the MIMO channel matrix, tl is the
unity norm, dominant eigenvector of E[HHH],while 9. and
a? are the transmit power, and the receiver noisel power per
antenna element, respectively. In the "DIY mode (S = 1, L =
2), we obtain

I F ) = -l ~2l o g , ( l + ~ t H H H H t ; )
2

;=I

a:

where PI > 0 and P,
each eigenmode (PI

since we switch between the two dominant eigenheams. The
"MUX-mode (S = 2, L = 2) is the most complicated one.

> 0 are the transmit powers assigned to

+ P2 = PT),and

RI = -Ht2t?HH
pz

4

+ IM

is the normalized noise and interference correlation mamx for
the first stream before interference cancellation. Here IMis
the M x M identity matrix. If the second stream is detected
first we have

where

is the normalized noise and interference comelation matrix
for the second stream before interference cancellation. Even
though, since I I , +
~ IZJ = I i , z + I,,, the order of detection
is not important for the sum of mutual information, it is of importance in a fading channel, since the probability distributions
are different. We assume the order is chosen such that

I

for min(4,1,I2,1)2 ~ ~ ~ ( I I , z , I z , z )
else
(13)
where i = 1 , 2 . The power distribution between the two eigenmodes (PIand Pz)is determined by the waterfilling algorithm
based on the eigenvalues of E[HHH].In case the waterfilling
solution is switching off one eigenmode, the powers are shared
equally between the two eigenbeams instead.
The channel matrix H i s treated as a random variable which
makes the mutual information random variables, too. The cost
function is now defined as the transmit power PT which is neccessary to achieve a given frame error ratio FER at a given net
data-rate R,

I j ~ =~ LIi,,
~ ,1 )

cost ((R,FER) ,mode, side-effect) = PT/o;

(12)

'

3Spatially white Gaussian noise is assumed for simplicity.

We assume interference cancellation after decoding at the receiver. If the first stream is detected first we have

(14)

where mode can be "ANT" (S = 1, L = l), " D W (S =
1, L = Z), or " M U X (S = 2, L = 2), and the side-effect is
the probability distribution of the channel matrix H. The cost
function can be computed numerically from (9), (lo), (ll),
(12) and (13).
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Worst-case excess power ratio in dB.The chart :;haws what increase in transmit power is necessary when the worst operating mode
is selected instead of the best one.
Fig. 3.

C. Optimum Operating Mode
For a given operating point (R,
FER) and side-effect (distribution of H)the optimum'operating mode can now he computed by applying (5). For a MIMO system with N = 8
transmit and it4 = 4 receive antennas4, with semi-correlated
Rayleigh-fading channel with one departing path with 20"
angle-spread departing from bore-side, the result is shown in
Fig. 2. The qualitative result is what we would expect intuitively. The diversity'mode becomes optimal if high link reliability, i.e. low values of FER are required, while the multiplexing mode is favourable for high data-rates. For moderate
data-rates and error ratios one should go for antenna-gain. The
quantitative results show the border-lines, i.e. the optimum
trade-off between those three modes of operation. It should
he emphasized, that the quantitative results are depending on
the distribution of H,which is dependent on the correlation
properties of the channel. The chart in Fig. 2 is called "COMChart", as it essentially displays capacity, outage and optimal
operating mode. If the operating mode is not selected in the optimum way, we have to live with an increase in transmit power.
The amount of this increase is shown in Fig. 3 in the worst case, i.e. when selecting the worst instead of the hest operating
mode. The range of increase of power is substantial.
IV. MULTI-LINK OPTIMIZATION
Let us have a look at the case of optimizing several lmks
simultaniously. This happens in a multi-user communication
system when the user separation (e.g. in time or frequency) is
adaptive, i.e. the number of time- or frequency slots can be set
differently for each link. It also happens in case the transmission for both users is done at the same time in the same frequency band, and the separation (with or without interference)
'A uniform linear antanna array with half-wavelength spacing is assumed.

is done in the space domain (SDMA). Fig. 4 shows such a case
for two links. The two receivers are equipped with MI 2 1
and MZ 2 1 antennas, the transmitter can use N antennas.
The transmitter may serve the users with differemt multiple
access schemes: either by TDMA (separation in time) or by
SDMA (separation in space). In the former case the relative
air-time a; can be set for each link. Furthermore, the number
of eigenmodes L1 and Lz can he set individually for each link.
A. Operating modes and operating points

Similar to the single-link case discussed in Section I E A the
net data-rate R and the frame error ratio F E R are forming an
operating point. Since we now have a multi-link situation, we
need a pair ( R ,FER) for each link

Pop = {(Ri,Rz,FERi,FERz)
I
R1,Rz > 0, 0 < FER1,FERz < I.} '

(15)

The operating modes contain the choice ahour the multiple
access scheme (TDMNSDMA), the relative air-time a; for
each link, the number of eigenmodes (L1,L z )for each link and
may in addition contain modulation schemes, die number of
data-streams which leads to "ANT", "DIV" and ''MUX" mode
as in the single-link case. Also it may contain the choice of signal processing algorithm used for spatial separation in SDMA
mode. For simplicity, we will here however assume that the
algorithm for SDMA is fixed and furthermore only one datastream and eigenmode is used (L1 = Lz = l). We will also
ommit modulation schemes (Gaussian codebook:l. In this way,
we have a simple set of operating modes
p O M --

:.

{ I! TDMA","sDMA"}x~(L~~,~~~)~,o
m l r a Z 5 1)

(16)
which offers only the choice between the two multiple access
schemes and the relative air-time.
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Air-interface of a multi-link (here two links) MISO or MlMO
system using TDMA and SDMA.
Fig. 4.

B. The cost-function
Since the TDMA mode is adaptive by allowing different airtime for each link, the channel data-rate and the net data-rate
are different and related by

&=%,;.ai,

(17)

01 & , i = % f a i ,

where &,;is the data-rate when the i-th link is activated. For
TDMA all aimust sum up to unity. To keep the same notation
also when using SDMA, we let all ai he equal to unity in this
case.
We assume the receiver has complete and correct instantaneous channel knowledge (coherent signalling). As in the
single-link case we take the effects of channel coding into account hy using the abstraction of capacity achieving channel
codes. The frame error ratios are therefore given as
FER( = Pr{I; 5 &,;I = Pr{li 5 &/ai} for i = 1,Z.
(18)
As we are using only one eigenmode, the mutual information
for the two links in the system from Fig. 4 is given for the
TDMA mode as

Fig. 5. Optimum operating modes ("SDMA", "TDMA") as functions
of the operating point ( R ,FER). The FER is shown logarithmically
and is decreasing from left to right.

with

RI = 7Hlt;t;"HZ
pz
"n,l

+ IM,
(21)

R2

= 7Hzt:t;"H;
4
"n.2

+ I.w2

The vectors ti and t; are determhed by a suitable signalprocessing algorithm for SDMA with long-term channel state
information (CSI). Here we use the long-term CSI version of
the block-zero-forcing algorithm [2],which in the special case
of L1 = L2 = 1 becomes

ti

= dom.EV { E [ Proj { null HZ} ] }

t; = dom.EV { E [ Proj { null HI } ] }

where Pl and P2 are the transmit power for each user and
ut,, and a:,, represent the receiver noise' power per antenna. The vectorstl andt2 are the eigenvectorsof E[HpHl]
and E [ H F H z ] , respectively, which correspond to the largest
eigenvalue. Note, that the users are separated interference-free.
In SDMA mode, on the other hand the two users are not separated free of interference, since the transminer is aware of the
channel only on average. The mutual information therefore
becomes

,

(20)

.

(22)

Here dom.EV{.}, Proj{.} and null refer to the dominant
eigenvector, the orthogonal projection matrix and the nullspace, respectively.
The channel matrix H is treated as a random variable which
makes the mutual information random variables, too. The cost
function is now defined as the transmit power

P* = a1 .PI

+ a, .P2

(23)

which is neccessaq to achieve a given combination of frame
error ratio and net data-rate for the two users:

cost( ( RR~ ,
~FER^,
, FER^), mode, side-effect) = pT.
(24)

Here "mode" is a combination of the multiple access scheme
(TDMNSDMA) and the relative air-times. The side-effect is
the probability distribution of the channel matrices HI and
Hz and the receiver noise powers6 and 0 2 , ~ .The cost function can he computed numerically from (181, (19) and (20).
6Regarding the optimization

'Far Simplicity spatially white Gaussian noise is assumed-
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one acutdly needs only the rntio of the m e i w

-lOIg(FER)

COM-Chart with r:' equivalence classes. The optimum
operating points are determined from the COP chart in Fig. 7

COP-Chan with r?' equivalence classes. 'This is a visualization of the cost-function. The colors represent transmit power
neccessary for different operating points. The optimum points are determined by the minimum costs within r:'.

C. Oprimunz Operating Mode
For a given operating point (R1,Rz,FER1,FER1) and
side-effect (distribution of H I and H z ) the optimum operat-

points. We will consider two, applications: file transfer and
streaming video.

Fig. 6 .

ing mode can now be computed by applying (5). Since the
tuples forming an operating point are now four-dimensional,
we cannot display the result in a two dimensional c h m as in
the previous example of the single-link case. However, we
can draw a crowcut through the four-dimensional operating
point space, by looking at the special case RI = RZ = R,
FERl = FERz = FER. For a 2-user MIMO system with
N = 6 transmit and M I = M Z = 2 receive antennas', the
result is shown in Fig. 5. The MIMO channels are semicorrelated Rayleigb-fading with one departing path with 28"
angle-spread departing from an azimuthal angle of 50" for the
first user and -50" for the second. The TDMA mode is preferable when high link reliability is requiered, while for moderate link reliability SDMA takes the lead. For very high datarates TDMA also becomes the favourite, because the long-term
SDMA mode is interference limited. In this example, the two
channels are however well separable, so that the interference
limitation occurs at rather large data-rate values which are not
displayed in Fig. 5.
V. MAPPING QOS ON OPERATING POINTS

In the previous two section we have seen two examples for
the definitions of the parameter sets of operating points and
operating modes, the cost-function and the optimization of the
operating mode. In this section we will now look at the problem of mapping QoS requirements onto the set of operating
noise powers, i.e. ci, /ai,2,since the cost-function can he scaled by my real,
non-zero number. By using l/a,$ as the scaling factor. the cost-function
depends on the rorio a i 3 1 / a ~instead
, 2 of their values.
TAUniform Linear antenna m y w with half-wavelengrh spacing is assumed.

Fig. 7.

A. File transfer

Let us start with this simple application which is aiming at
transfering large data files. There are no delay or .continuityrestrictions. Howeverthe file has to be received absolutely errorfree. To ensure this requirement, an automatic repeat request
protocol (ARQ)is set up. Frames that cannot be decoded correctly are retransmitted until they are decoded correctly. The
quality of service is measured in the average data-rate, which
includes the effect of the retransmissions due to the ARQ protocol. This average data-rate, is called throughput and can be
computed as
T = R . (1 - F E R ) ,
(25)
since the instantaneous data-rate is equal to R with probability
(1- FER) and zero with probability FER. In the single-link
case we can therefore write the quality of service relation (2)
Qf

= Q = {(r,
(R,FER))

I

R . (1- F E R ) = T , R > 0, 0 <FER < l}
(26)
In this case the relation does not depend on side-effects. The
equivalence class from (3) is then given by

- {(R,FER) E Pop I R . (1- FER) = T } ,

FOP -

(27)

which is shown in graphical form in the COM-Chart in Fig. 6.
The final optimization step now simply consists of picking the
operating point out of r$' which minimizes the cost-function.
The so called COP-Chart8 in Fig. 7 shows the cost-function
8COP stands far: Capacity-outage-power
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P

0.5 sec

Fig. 9. Gilber-Elliot model

lipperpan: Considered frame StmCNre of streaming video.
One I-frame and ( F - 1) P-frames (here F = 6) form a group of
pictures (GOP).The duration of a GOP is 0.5 sec, independent of F .
Lowerpan: error-event Sz: a first time frame loss at the third frame

Fig. 8.

and indicates the optimum operating points. By transfering
these operating points into the COM-Chm of Fig. 6 we can
also see which operating mode is optimum.

kind of error concealment. In this example we will assume
a very simple type of error coinceilment, which just copies
the last correctly decoded frame into the remaining frames, i.e.
"freezes" the video stream until a new I-frame is received correctly. In order to quantify the distortion MSETE we define
the error event Sj when the first transmission error occurs at
the j-th frame (numbering from 0). Because of the "freezing"
error concealment, the receiver does not care about transmission errors following the first one in a GOP. The MSETE can
then be written as
F-1

MSETE =

MSEj .Pr{Sj},

(29)

j=O

B. Streaming Video
In a streaming video application, a commonly used measure
of quality is the mean squared error (MSE) between the original frame and the decoded frame. This MSE is influenced
by two issues, which are 1) the source-distortion due to lossy
compression at the encoder, and 2) distortion due to transmission errors [3]. The source-distortion M S E ~ D ( & )depends
on the source-encoder and is essentially a monotonic decreasing function of the source rate 4,which is the rate at which
the compressed video is emitted from the source-encoder. The
source-distortion expressed in dB as the peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR) can he modelled with
PSNR = 10.log
lo

__
2552 = u - b E ( & l ) ,
MSEm

(28)

where the constants U , b and c are obtained by fining to measurement data9. The distortion due to transmission errors
M S ~ depends
E
on the error characteristics, e.g. their probability and hurstiness, and the error-concealing properties of
the decoder. Fig. 8 shows a typical frame structure of a
video stream. A so called group of pictures (GOP) consists
of an anchor frame (I-frame) followed by ( F - 1) P-frames.
The I-frame uses space-only compression (PEG). while the
P-frames are result of a space-time compression by motion
compensated predictive coding. In this example, the I-frame is
twice as large as the P-frames.'o Successful decoding of a Pframe requires that all previous P-frames and the I-frame have
been decoded successfully. This error-propagation property
makes the video stream sensitive to frame losses. To mitigate
the effect of frame losses, the receiver usually performs some
the example we have used a = 25, b = 3.7 and e = lbit/chmnnel-use.
"For simplification we also assume that all P-frames have the same size.
T h e case Of variable size frames is also tracwhle, howver is P link hit more

where MSEj is the mean square error that remains after "freezing" the video stream at the j-th frame in the GOP. The set of
values D = {MSEo, MSE1,. . . , M S E F - ~ } is called a distortion pmfile [4]. Distortion profiles depend on the current scene
in the video stream and have to he measured. In this example
we use the following distortion profile:
D
' = {ZSO, 197,184,171,158,. . ., 15}

(30)

for a GOP of F = 16 frames. It is common to model the
burstiness of transmission errors by a two-state Markov model
(Gilhert-Elliot model) shown in Fig. 9. Transmission errors
only occur, when the channel is in "bad" state. The transition
probabilities p and q control the length and frequency of error
bursts. The probability of the error event Sj from (29) can now
he written as
Pr{S,} = -

forj =0
fOrj21 .

(31)

In a block-fading wirless channel, the transition probabilities
p and q can he related to frame-error ratio F E R and channel

coherence time Tcoh[5]:

p
q

= F E R . AT/T,,h
= (1- FER) . AT/T,,h

'

(32)

where AT is the time needed to transmit one P-frame. For a
given distortion profile we have MSETE(FER, Tcoh) as function of frame-error probability and coherence time of the wireless channel. The total distortion
MSE = MSESD

+ p. MSETE

(33)

is modelled [3] as the weigthed sum of the two individual distortions, where p is the weighting factor. For fixed p and given
coherence time Tcohthe total distortion
MSE = MSE(R,, FER),

involwd.
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Fig. 11. Optimum operating modes (long-term TDMA, 1ong.term SDMA) as
functions of total distortion for two users.

is a function of source-rate and frame-error probability and can
be computed by application of (28),(29), (3 I ) and (32). If the
source-rate & is equal to the net data rate R , i.e.

R, = R,

(35)

we obtain the total distortion MSE as function of R and FER.
In a two-link scenario we can therefore write the quality of
service relation ( 2 ) as

Qf

=

{((MSEi,MSEz), (Ri,Rz,FERi,FERz))

MSE(Q,FERi,f)= MSEi, i

I

= 1,2}

(36)
The side-effect f E 3 consists of the coherence time Tcoh.
the distortion profile D and the probability distributions of the
MIMO channels. The equivalence class from (3) then becomes
'?&%,MS&),f

= { ( R i , R z , F E R i , F E R z ) E Pop I
MSE(&,FERi,f) = MSEi, i = 1,2} '

(37)
which is shown for the first user in Fig. 10.
To obtain the optimum operating point we have to pick the
element from '&,MSE.),f
which has the lowest associated
costs. For a coherence t"Tcoh = 0.1 sec a sample result
is shown in Fig 11. The TDMA-mode is favourable in case
of either very high requested quality (i.e. low MSE) or large
quality inbalance (large difference in MSE of the users). For
very high requested quality the link has to have high reliability,
i.e. low FER. By looking at the COM-Chart in Fig. 5 it
becomes clear that TDMA will get the lead in this situation.
In case of high quality inhalance it does not pay off to separate
the users in space. Assigning the user with the higher quality
requirements a longer air-time needs less transmit power. On
the other hand, SDMA is favourable to TDMA in situations of
similar quality requirements, which are not too high.

VI. CONCLUSION
A cross layer design method is presented which is built upon
the idea of equivalence classes of key-parameters of several
layers in the protocol stack. An equivalence class is composed
of all key-parameter tuples which fulfill a desired quality of
service. Since different parameter tuples are usually associated
with different costs (e.g. transmit power), a cross-layer design
can select the most cost-efficient parameter tuple. The crucial
part of this design approach is the development of a relation hetween quality of service and adjustable parameters on the one
hand, and the association of costs with these parameters on the
other hand. Two detailed examples are provided which show
how this method can be applied for different air-interfaces and
service applications.
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